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When will the future arrive?

The digitization of energy

• The digitization trends are reshaping the energy sector, especially oil and gas

• New patterns of consumption: less ownership and more pay-by-use
• Connected devices and real time data analytics enable assets to be optimised more effectively

• New industry partnerships are being formed (data scientists and engineers become critical)

World’s top energy performers

Big opportunities ahead
• The combined effects of lower oil prices and the speed of digital is
transforming the energy value chain
• The supply side of the industry is impacted by the ability to implement real
time, remote control asset management and predictive maintenance to
extend the operational efficiency of assets
• Digital represents both an opportunity and a challenge. It can improve capital
and labour efficiency, improve capital productivity, upskill workers and create
societal benefits through more predictability and greater energy security.
• But there will be challenges: new skills will be required and data security will
become even more important. Energy industry dynamics will continue to be
shaped by demand and supply. But digital represents a powerful catalyst for
those companies that can harness its capabilities.

Machine learning is here

Recent remarks
Google used DeepMind AI to cut data center energy bills
The AI successfully reduced power consumption by 15 % overall
40 % in the amount of electricity needed for cooling

A rough graph showing how using machine learning (ML) helped
reduce power consumption in Google's data centers. (Image credit:
DeepMind)

The specially designed neural networks control "about 120
variables in the data centers, including the fans and the cooling
systems and so on, and windows and other things."

DeepMind and the National Grid
are in early-stage talks to
reduce the UK power usage
purely through:
- neural networks
- machine learning
- no new infrastructure
required.
Target:
• UK energy usage reduction by
10% through AI-led optimisation.

330 terrawatt-hours (TWh) of
energy generated in UK in 2014, at
a cost of tens of billions of pounds.

Google’s DeepMind Mastered the game of Go

Machine Learning
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Definition

Machine Learning as the field of study that gave computers the ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed
Arthur Lee Samuel
American pioneer in the field of computer gaming and artificial intelligence. He coined the term "machine learning" in 1959

Machine Leaning – Basics
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Hal Daume III: ‘Machine learning is about predicting the future based on the past’.

Machine Leaning – learning approaches

Supervised Learning: Learning with a labeled training set
Example: damaged tool detector with training set of already labeled tools

Unsupervised Learning: Discovering patterns in unlabeled data
Example: cluster similar documents based on the text content

Reinforcement Learning: learning based on feedback or reward
Example: learn to play chess by winning or losing

Machine Leaning – problem types
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What changed: Big Data + Computation power (GPUs) + Algorithmic progress

Convolutional Deep Neural Nets

Applications of ML in energy projects
• Wind farms: power forecasting as well as for anomaly detections with the use of ANNs
• Solar Power Stations: Self-learning weather Model and renewable forecasting Technology by IBM
• Electric Load Forecasting: The primary objective is to come up with the probability distribution of hourly loads on a
continuous basis
• Electricity Price forecasting: Objective to forecast the probability distribution of the electricity price for one or more
zones on a continuous basis
• Oil Reservoirs: Machine learning techniques used in oil production optimization under uncertainty. To optimize oil
production in an oil field, operators constantly need to decide what controls to give to the wells (well pressures, liquid
rates, etc.).
• District Heating and Cooling Networks: optimisation of the water distribution via weather forecasting, energy demand
forecasting and advanced control

EU H2020 project: InDeal
InDeal offers a holistic solution!
predicting the short-term weather
conditions and forthcoming need for
heating and cooling

real – time energy consumption data
gathering via artificial intelligent meters
including autonomous sensing
capabilities

forecasting the anticipated
energy demand based on
weather data and energy
consumption data
central monitoring: a web
based platform accessible for
mobile devices and pcs
permitting the users to monitor
the network's operation and its
properties

deployment of autonomous
sensors supplied by energy
harvesting

Development of smart
monitoring and energy
storage management tools

solutions of minimizing heat
losses via pipe design and
innovative insulation materials &
life cycle assessment

a decision making tool for
prioritizing the buildings with low
energy efficiency and high energy
need and demand in the network

InDeal technologies
InDeal consortium is developing a DSS for management and efficient operation of DHCS

Main control platform
Development of a unified
distributed/multilayer modelling and
control framework for optimal design and
operation of the heat distribution system

Supporting Tools:
• Weather forecasting (near real-time)
• Energy demand prediction (near real-time)
• Energy storage monitoring
• Pre-insulated pipes to reduce heat losses

Graphical User Interface (web-based & mobile)
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